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Abstract - Computer programming is taught as a core subject in Information 

Technology related studies. It is  one of the most essential skills which each student 

has to acquire. However, there is still a small number of students who are unable to 

write a program well. Several researches indicated that there are many factors 

which can affect student programming performance. Thus, the objective of this 

paper is to  investigate the significant factors that may influence students 

programming performance using information from previous student performance. 

Since data mining data analysis able to discover hidden knowledge in database, a 

programming dataset which comprises information about performance profile of 

Bachelor of lnformation Technology students of Faculty of IT, Universiti Utara 

Malaysia in the year 2004-2005 were explored using data mining technique. The 

dataset consists of 421 records with 70 mixture type of attributes were 

preprocessed and then mined using directed association rule (AR) mining algorithm 

namely apriori. The result indicated that the student who has a programming 

experience in advanced before starts learn programming in university and scored 

well in Mathematics and English subject during SPM were among the factor that 

contributes to a good programming grades. 
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Many interpretations can be derived from the rules. For example, the last rule from 
in table 6 indicates that the excellent group student has experience in programming 
particularly in structured programming, obtain a good grade in Mathematic during SPM and 
there are 90% confidence they are from Bachelor of IT program. 

A general conclusion can be made for overall rules collection- strong Mathematics 
and English grade in secondary school and has an acquaintance knowledge of programming 
skill before enrolling programming subject in university are among the characteristics that 
student must have. 

In this paper, a dataset of undergraduate student from Faculty of IT, UUM was 
mined using directed apriori algorithm; one of association rule mining algorithm. This 
dataset has been previously analyzed by several researchers and this paper was aimed to 
identify other unique characteristics using association rule technique. The experiment was 
focused the relationship between academic factor and personality characteristic towards 
programming performance. The finding indicated that student experience in programming 
before they start learn to program in university can contributes to a good grades. However, 
it is not a compulsory condition since some students who do not have programming 
experience also can excel in programming subject. Furthermore, sex particularly male 
student and obtained a good grade in Mathematic and English during SPM also had been 
identified as a critical factor to master programming. Additionally, this study was unable to 
identify the relationship between personality characteristic and programming grade. As 
conclusion, several actions can be taken by the faculty mainly to  the new registered student 
who do not have any experience in programming and do not perform well in Mathematic 
and English subject during SPM. Besides that, there also might be another unidentified 
factor contributes to student achievement in programming such as learning environment, 
motivation, learning facilities, and instructor ability which need to be considered by the 
facultv. 
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